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contest of unbelief  

A minister in the salvation army was once approached by a member of the congregation 

who shared rather indignity that they were a traditionalist.  

‘Traditionalist or preservationist?’ the minister replied. ‘Because if you are a traditionalist, I 

must get the benches brought into the back of the church, they were used in Booth’s time 

to lay those down who had been slain in the Spirit.’   

Where do we comfortably fit?  

Taking a school assembly at the beginning of a new academic year I was increasingly worried 

about a girl in reception whose face was becoming more and more tightly screwed up, I 

rushed to the end of the prayer and quickly gave her permission to head to the toilet. With a 

look of utter despair, she looked at me and said, ‘Mrs I was focusing on Jesus I was listening 

hard’ I commented that she looked uncomfortable, she replied, ‘I don’t always find it very 

easy to hear him.’ 

In our Gospel reading today, a reality of the identity of Christ is revealed, perhaps a reality 

we ourselves find uncomfortable?  

The message we are hearing is one of unbelief, reports of Jesus’ increasing madness are 

spreading and Mark writes that his family had arrived to take charge of him. There was a 

lack of sympathy and people were feeling increasingly uncomfortable.  

In Matthew’s account he simply mentions Pharisees but Mark wants to show Jesus’ 

increasing fame had spread to Jerusalem, the place destined for the final contest. These 

scribes, Jesus’ severest critics, accuse Jesus of being possessed by demonic forces. They 

don’t deny the miraculous action, they challenge the outcome. But Jesus goes straight to 

Satan, challenging the notion of a divided Kingdom, taking on a role of intruder within a 

home. The entire home cannot be explored if the strong man is not first restrained.  

Where does this comfortably sit?  

It is impossible when we read the Gospels to sit in the position of neutral, particularly here. 

For those listening to Jesus at the time, to see and hear him put themselves in a dangerous 

position to choose? Where do I fit? How uncomfortable am I?   

For Mark, one thing is explicitly clear, that action and word together are necessary, first in 

God’s mission in Christ to us.  

Jesus interprets not the exorcism but attitudes and words of his critics. Their sin is that in 

the presence of God’s grace in action they not only rejected but called it the devil’s work. 
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As the tense scene unfolds further Mark introduces Mary, here and in 6:3 are the only two 

places he mentions her. What follows must have felt crushing, stronger ties than blood now 

formed. These must have felt like such painful words for a mother, brothers and sisters to 

hear.  

It makes for uncomfortable reading.  

Mark is trying to help us understand the identity, the true vocation of the person of Christ. 

He is fully man in his relationships in his physical form and yet we must not tie him to it for 

he is fully God in His actions healing, exorcising, spreading of the Kingdom.  

• The Kingdom is gathering momentum things feel like they are getting out of hand 
and out of control for the disciples.  

 

• How comfortable are we? Are we playing it too safe in church?   
 

• Scripture doesn’t allow us to just opt to be the bystander, we aren’t encouraged to 
weigh and ponder in abstract nicety that which has no direct relevance to ourselves.  
 

• To be in intimate relationship with Jesus Christ we must know, and participate, as 
He did in the will of God.   

 

• Knowledge of God is not abstract and intellectual, it is personal, moral and 
empirical. It is not static but dynamic – He is the living God.  
 

• It can’t transform our minds alone; it must be transforming our hearts too.  
 

• Perceiving the Spirit’s work and doing the will of God centred in Jesus is not easy.  
 

• The words on family, too rigorist a view? What does our church have to say about 
family?  

 

“Jesus was a revolutionary, who did not become an extremist, since he did not offer an 

ideology, but Himself.”  

• This crisis unmasks our vulnerability, exposes the false securities on which we had 
based our lives. It is a time for honest reflection, for owning our roots. 
 

• Sometimes the uprooting can be a healing or a radical makeover. 
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• Pope Francis: “Tradition is not a museum, true religion is not a freezer, and doctrine 
is not static but grows and develops, like a tree that remains the same, yet which 
gets bigger and bears ever more fruit.” 

 

Faith and action together are not an option for Revd Elema, Joseph, Bishop Qampicha and 

our friends in Marsabit diocese. They’re in a land that requires them to constantly be 

fuelling their faith with action and letting action fuel their faith.  

As followers of Christ, we aren’t called to be in great pain or struggle, not exclusively. But 

there will be times when it feels uncomfortable. We are called as followers of Christ to let 

faith and action fluidly work together. Not letting our heads and our hearts talk to each 

other - our faith and our action talk to each other - can impact the work of the Kingdom that 

God has intended through us. Jesus has a vocational calling of his followers and he asks 

them simply this... ‘do you want to comfortably survive or are you ready to radically live?’ 

 


